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Abstract—Recently, the authors proposed a clustering approach
based on the Fuzzy C-medoid algorithm (FCMdd), for segregating
large power systems into coherent electric areas centered around
a representative so-called medoid-bus. This bus was shown to be a
natural location for PMU in the context of wide-area measurement
system (WAMS) configuration for of dynamic vulnerability assess-
ment (DVA). The method was demonstrated on two test systems.
The goal of this companion paper is to extend the approach to an
actual grid (Hydro-Québec) with more realistic characteristics in
terms of geography and system dynamics. We start by developing
a formulation of the coherency matrix that is recursive in time to
enable online grid partitioning. The FCMdd is then implemented
and compared with other statistical learning techniques. It is ob-
served that only FCMdd is able to provide an intuitively appealing
7-clusters solution for 429-bus system. It is further demonstrated
that medoids-based system-wise indices can forecast the contingen-
cies severity under varying network configurations and loadings.

Index Terms—Coherency, coherent area, network partitioning,
phasor measurement units, PMU placement, power system moni-
toring, power system stability, vulnerability assessment, wide-area
measurements.

I. INTRODUCTION

N ETWORK partitioning, also known as network area-de-
composition, is an old [2]–[4], yet challenging problem in

power systems [5]–[7]. Often, an interconnected power system
owned by several electric utilities is partitioned into control
areas according to the ownership of the power network, i.e.,
a utility models its own system and represents the systems of
other utilities using external equivalents. This ownership parti-
tion is generally not suited for solving engineering issues such
as fast simulation and online security control. It is well known
that switching from an administrative to a coherent electrical
area-decomposition can give rise to several advantages:

1) Reduction of required measurements when adopting
phasor measurement units (PMUs) for each coherent area
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[1]: the time variation of all phasors in a coherent group
can be satisfactorily approximated by observing a single
phasor appropriately selected from the group.

2) Greater effectiveness of corrective control actions based
on dynamic islanding procedures [8]: It is well known
to power system engineers that most control actions and
small disturbances effectively change the operating state
of only the tiny portion of the power network that is more
strongly connected to the control devices or points of dis-
turbance. In addition, the cut-sets resulting from network
partitioning are natural boundaries for emergency or con-
trolled islanding.

3) Improved models of reduced order aimed to analyze com-
plex power systems [9]: The computational speed of many
power system application programs is proportional to the
dimension of the matrices that mathematically represent
the power systems. Hence, it is possible to significantly
improve the performance of these programs by calculating
the effects of contingencies and control actions only on
the most affected areas of a power network. Coherency
methods can thus be used to reduce a large power system
to a size that can be handled by a real-time digital simu-
lator [6] and online dynamic security assessment software
[3], [9].

Although the present paper is broadly motivated by the first
application, any other of the foregoing applications could ben-
efit from the findings. A survey of established practices show
two main schools of thought in network partitioning: 1) model-
based approaches, more or less related to the slow-coherency or
eigenstructure decomposition of the generators dynamics and 2)
measurement-based approaches, which process the wide-area
response signals to find clusters of coherent buses [1], [10],
[11]. Model-based partitioning is a fairly mature subject [5],
[8]. However, with the exception of [4], which considered load
buses, this approach focuses on generator coherency and tend
to ignore some important nonlinear modeling details such as
nonlinear stability controls, which substantially impact the dy-
namics. As a result, online extensions are difficult to imagine,
which make them less attractive for wide-area control.

By contrast, measurement-based coherency recognition fits
nicely within the framework of online security control using a
WAMS. When applied offline, measurements are mimicked by
time-domain linear or nonlinear simulation of selected contin-
gencies from which appropriate buses grouping features are ex-
tracted. This approach can be generalized in a probabilistic or
statistical way to include simulations of many topologies, con-
tingencies and system parameters in computing the coherency
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measures between candidate loads and generators buses [1],
[12]. This is particularly important when PMUs are being lo-
cated for DVA, given that their aim is to capture the full non-
linear responses of the grid for all credible configurations, not
just the small-signal signature of the participating generators
[23].

The proposed work aims at investigating in greater depth
the applicability of the measurement-based FCMdd [13] par-
titioning method introduced in [1] to realistic large power
systems. To make the FCMdd reality check more convincing,
we first develop a new recursive method for computing the
system coherency matrix from instantaneous phasor observa-
tions. Being causal, the algorithm can be readily implemented
to allow an online update of the clusters for wide-area moni-
toring and control. The validity of the proposed FCMdd-based
bus grouping is then observed on the Hydro-Québec network
by performing tests on 735-kV buses only and tests on all buses
down to 120 kV. The FCMdd grouping results are compared
advantageously with the conventional Fuzzy C-means (FCM)
[11] and Partitioning Around Medoids (PAM) algorithm [14],
confirming that the first scales better when the system com-
plexity increases, while the other two are more sensitive to
the fuzziness in area boundaries, giving the same number of
clusters to work with.

II. RECURSIVE COMPUTATION OF COHERENCY MATRIX

A. Disturbance-Based Coherency

A group of buses is said to be coherent with respect to
angle stability when any network disturbance (bus bar or line
short-circuit, single- or multiple-line outage, load or genera-
tion switching, etc.) applied outside the group results in all
incremental time variations and of the bus angle
and frequency, respectively, that have the same sign within
the group [2]. Consequently, two buses are coherent for
disturbance when the following rms-coherency criterion is
below a specified threshold: see equation (1) at the bottom
of the page for , with ,
the number of candidate buses and , the observation time
window. The angle coherency matrix is formed as

. . .
. . .

(2)

where . It may be observed that all the diagonal el-
ements of this matrix are zero, meaning that the coherency of

a given bus with respect to itself is exactly zero. Generalizing
this result to , it appears that the coherency is “large”
when buses and pertain to two distinct coherent groups and
“small” when both and buses are members of the same co-
herent group. The matrix in (2) therefore matches the defini-
tion of a dissimilarity matrix. Likewise, the disturbance-based
voltage coherency criterion can be set using the relation

(3)

and the corresponding coherency matrix constructed as in (2).

B. Recursive Method for Online Coherency Calculation

A value on bus at time is defined as follows:

(4)

where represents the voltage, angle or frequency on bus
at time ; , its initial value prior to the disturbance
and , its average value over the number of buses at time

A value is defined as the difference of between bus
and

(5)

Since the average value is a constant value at time for both
and , it can be eliminated from the above equation

which thus becomes

(6)

Let us define as the time-integral of squared

(7)

where is the fault-clearing time and is the end of the sim-
ulation time. Using the trapezoidal rule of integration

(8)

with . In a recursive form, at we have

(1)
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(9)

The final value of the coherency calculation will take the fol-
lowing form:

(10)

C. Offline Probabilistic Coherency

Online coherency is by necessity defined based on distur-
bances as they happen, since we have no means of deciding
which disturbance will occur. Despite this, a long-term average
of all post-disturbance coherency matrices may give good
insight into the long-term coherency trend. However, in offline
studies, there is no reason to define the system coherency based
on a single deterministic disturbance . We are better off con-
sidering a probabilistic framework involving multiple operating
scenarios and loading conditions. The signal responses become
random variables, making the coherency matrices random
variables also with respect to different operating conditions
regarding different load-flow patterns, network topologies
and dynamic models. For each scenario, the same set of
disturbances is considered over an observation time frame . In
addition, let be a set containing all the scenarios considered
and let , be the probability associated with scenario .
Then (2) becomes

(11)

For each scenario, the statistical coherency measure is aver-
aged (expectation operator) over the disturbances considered
in the scenarios which are defined according to:

• seasonal load models and levels, i.e., peak and off-peak
load models and levels for different seasons of the year;

• varying network topologies for every seasonal load level,
as a result of forced and scheduled outages of generators,
lines and transformers.

III. GENERATION OF HYDRO-QUÉBEC DATA BASE

The Hydro-Québec grid is illustrated in Fig. 1. The locations
of the eight existing PMU locations are marked in the figure.
With wind development in the Gaspé peninsula, another PMU
will be added at the Rimouski 315-kV substation, located 100
km east of Lévis substation. Basically the Hydro-Québec grid
is shaped in a reversed triangular form with the summit in the
load-center located in the Montreal area not far from the USA
border. Engineers usually use their intuition to break the grid
into three relatively obvious coherent areas hemmed in by el-
lipses, as shown in Fig. 1.

However, even experienced engineers cannot tell for sure
where the area boundaries are located, not to mention which

Fig. 1. Hydro-Québec’s WAMS configuration [21] with existing PMUs at
735-kV substations and the three clusters derived by FCMdd.

TABLE I
HYDRO-QUEBEC SYSTEM

of the buses can be considered the area medoid-bus. For the
purpose of generating a database for probabilistic coherency
matrix assessment, we started with a base case generated by
the control center state estimator on a normal day in 2003. The
summary statistics of the model are provided in Table I.

From the basic configuration (r0), six other likely scenarios
were derived: (r1, r2, r4) and (rc1, rc2, rc3). For each such sce-
nario, the power transfer across two major interfaces was varied
for a very low to a very high likely value. Assuming nine power
transfer levels per scenario resulted in the 63 working conditions
which are shown in Fig. 2. For this study, 32 contingencies se-
lected from the NERC specified list were deemed relevant. At
each of the 735-kV buses involved, these contingencies gener-
ally consist of one normally-cleared three-phase fault and two
delayed-clearing single-phase faults. Overall, the database has
288 stability simulations per network configuration for a total
of 2016 cases. During each simulation run, the recursive co-
herency matrix was updated step-by-step, and the value at the
end of simulation was stored as the coherency for that partic-
ular disturbance, leaving us with 288 such matrices per config-
uration which are further averaged to obtain the probabilistic
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Fig. 2. Base power transfer in the eastern (vertical-axis) and western (hori-
zontal-axis) corridors for the seven configurations: Each transfer level in the
east defines a scenario. For each scenario, we have nine power transfer levels in
the west, for a total of �� � � �� load flow patterns.

coherency matrix for that specific configuration, assuming for
simplicity that the 32 contingencies are equally probable.

IV. PARTITIONING RESULTS FOR THE 735-KV BUS SUBSET

Our prior assumption was that application of the coherency-
based partitioning algorithm would potentially lead to different
results for each of the seven configurations under study. This
understanding was rapidly shaken when we found that using the
average of seven coherency matrices across all configurations
produced basically the same result as if the coherency matrix
ascribed to a single configuration was used.

This observation is not quite new: other authors [9] have men-
tioned that equivalent models derived from coherency analysis
tend to be very robust across a wide range of configurations.
Looking at the Hydro-Québec grid, it is easy to understand that
the only way of changing the cut-set of this system is to remove
all lines in a section of a given corridor (generally three). As
these configurations are very unlikely, it is concluded that the ex-
pected average coherency matrix will remain relatively invariant
under changing operating scenarios.

The clustering methods are initially tested on the 735-kV bus
subset of the Hydro-Québec system. Since there are only 65
of these buses, the results are easier to present and interpret.
Table II shows the results when assuming three clusters. The
bus grouping in FCMdd or FCM is obtained by assigning a bus
to the cluster to which its corresponding membership value is
optimum. The membership value is an indicator of the associa-
tion of a bus to that group and such a feature is not available with
PAM. The high membership value of the three groupings for the
65 buses of the 735-kV system, as seen in Fig. 3, indicates the
strength of the FCMdd approach for area decomposition.

Interestingly, all three clustering methods resulted in exactly
the same three clusters, which confirm that, on moderate-size

Fig. 3. FCMdd grouping of the 65-bus system.

TABLE II
FCMDD-3 CLUSTERS (MEDOID IN BOLD) ALL

METHODS GIVE IDENTICAL CLUSTERS

classification problems with well defined boundaries, the per-
formance of each method is just as satisfactory. The bound-
aries of the three areas are shown on the Hydro-Québec map
in Fig. 1, and seen to follow quite closely the intuitive solution
of system engineers. However, the FCMdd clustering results in
area medoid-buses which are natural PMU locations, in addition
to the area boundaries.

V. PARTITIONING RESULTS FOR ALL TRANSMISSION BUSES

The 429 transmission buses down to 120 kV makes it more
difficult to report and interpret the clustering results. First, we
have to decide the optimum number k of clusters in the grid.
The simplest way to do this is to perform the clustering for a
range of candidate numbers of clusters and select the one of-
fering the best compromise between complexity and clustering
error reduction. Fig. 4 presents the number of clusters versus
errors for the FCMdd clustering method. The clustering error
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TABLE III
ASSESSMENT OF THE THREE CANDIDATE METHODS IN THE CLUSTERING OF THE 429 BUSES WITH ������� �� 	
� �

Fig. 4. FCMdd clustering error with respect to the number of clusters in order
to select the optimum number of clusters.

tends to plateau quickly for . Even though this method
is iterative, the optimal value is relatively insensitive to
initial medoids assumption.

The effectiveness of partitioning the 429 buses into
clusters using the three candidate methods is assessed in
Table III. To assess the acceptability of a proposed cluster:

1) We look for buses which are not in the same geographical
area as the majority. This is done by considering the buses
that are not in the dominant LSE, nor in its boundaries
[i.e., located in a load serving entity (LSE) remote from
the dominant one].

2) The number (n) of these ill-classified (or stand-alone) buses
defines the score of the method for that cluster (with N, the
total number of buses in the cluster):
(in %)

3) This “continuity” concept is justified by the fact that a
“good” cluster should be topologically “convex”, i.e., all
clusters should be delimited by well-defined cut-sets.

VI. VISUAL CLUSTERS ASSESSMENT

Given the large number of buses, it is difficult to get a vi-
sual feeling of the clusters on a geographical power-grid map as
in Fig. 1. In this section, therefore, we will look for alternative
means of visually assessing the results from the various parti-
tioning methods.

A. Bivariate Plot

A graphical procedure called CLUSPLOT [15], [16] can be
used to represent, as in Fig. 5, the partitioned list of buses re-
sulting from the three-clusters partitioning of the 735-kV buses
using the FCMdd method. Basically, after carrying out the prin-
cipal component analysis of the coherency data matrix, the first
two principal components are plotted along with the percentage
of the total variance explained by them. Then the spanning el-
lipse of each cluster is drawn around the objects within the
cluster, i.e., the smallest ellipse that covers all objects within
the cluster. Interestingly, not only the three ellipses are clearly
separated but their spatial location closely mimics the circles
shown on the Hydro-Quebec map in Fig. 1, with two ellipses in
the top and one in the bottom of Fig. 5.

Next, Fig. 6 considers the clusplot of the PAM results from
the larger systems with all buses included down to 120 kV. It ap-
pears that the PAM clusters are shaped following well-defined
ellipsoids in the bivariate PCA coordinates, thus confirming that
this clustering method imposes a fundamentally spherical con-
straint on the data groups. The FCMdd clusters map in Fig. 7 dif-
fers sharply from the PAM in spite of having assumed the same
number of cells during each clustering process. Furthermore,
even after correcting for sign inversion in the principal compo-
nent No. 1, the cells in the right-half plane in Fig. 7 (FCMdd) are
strongly meshed, while the corresponding cells in the left-half
plane are well-separated with small overlaps at their boundaries
only. We may conclude that a bivariate representation is not ac-
curate enough for portraying the FCMdd clusters. We can then
rightly conjecture that, if more components are needed to cap-
ture cluster convexity in a graphical form, it might be because
their shapes are more complex. Based on a combination of PAM
and FCM concepts, FCMdd has the potential for capturing such
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Fig. 5. Clustplot of the FCMdd-3 clusters solution (735-kV buses only).

Fig. 6. Clustplot of the PAM-7 clusters solution (all buses do 120 kV).

details without restricting the resulting clusters to simple spher-
ical or ellipsoidal shapes which may be a too stringent and coun-
terproductive hypothesis for the coherency-based network par-
tition problem.

B. Coherency Matrix Imaging

A color image plot obtained using the “imagesc” command
in Matlab is another efficient tool for mining the coherency
data, as shown in [1]. Fig. 8 displays the angle coherency ma-
trix obtained using this tool, for all seven configurations. The
last image (bottom right) displays the average of the seven co-
herency matrices which were formed while randomly incorpo-
rating the buses, as is normally the case for large networks. The
color bar (refer to pdf file in ieeexplore) indicates that “blue”
denotes a strong association among buses (with negligible dis-
similarity) and “red” denotes a weak association. No colored
cluster appears identifiable visually in the images, confirming
the random ordering of the buses in the matrices. However, it is
observed that all eight images in Fig. 8 look very similar, thus

Fig. 7. Clustplot of the FCMdd-7 clusters solution. Note that the sign of the first
principal component (horizontal axis) is reversed compared to Fig. 6 (PAM).

Fig. 8. Image plots of the unordered angle coherency matrices.

supporting our claim that network coherency is relatively robust
across all configurations studied.

To check if there are clusters actually hidden in the data,
we can use the VAT method, called the “Visual Assessment of
(cluster) Tendency” [17]. VAT is not a clustering method but
merely an algorithm to sort the matrix columns into an order
such that similar objects are kept close together in the same clus-
ters. The VAT- sorted angle coherency matrices [defined in (1)]
is shown in Fig. 9 using the same color code as in Fig. 8. The re-
sults confirm that, according to the number of deep-blue patches
on the images, we do indeed have five to seven clusters in this
data. Such a plot could therefore be useful in fixing the number
of areas of a large system. Furthermore, the VAT images of all
seven configurations look very similar, confirming yet again that
the average of the coherency is sufficient to convey coherency
information across all network configurations.

Fig. 10 shows the image plots of the average coherency
matrix after their columns were ordered according to the
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Fig. 9. Image plots of the angle coherency matrix image with columns ordered
by VAT algorithm preprocessing (for the color code, see Fig. 8).

Fig. 10. Coherency matrix image plots after sorting the columns according to
FCMdd- cluster mapping.

FCMdd grouping. The blue patches clearly represent the co-
herent groups. Thus, a plot such as this provides evidence
of proper grouping by the algorithm. Interestingly, the angle
coherency-based grouping seems to apply reasonably well to
voltage also, at least across the network configurations studied.
However, we have to admit that the seven-cluster hypothesis
results in some overlaps between areas 3 (from left to right), 6,
and 7, which, according to Table III and Fig. 2, are geographi-
cally contiguous areas. Therefore, the overlaps are acceptable,
given the score of the underlying grouping, namely 100% for
each of the overlapping areas. The question now is whether

clusters might have been a better assumption for the
clustering-based network partitioning but, as shown in Fig. 4,
both the clustering error and the within-cluster dissimilarity
are higher with the five-cluster assumption. The VAT images
[Fig. 9(a)] are further evidence supporting the more than
five-cluster assumption.

Fig. 11. Application in DVA: 429-bus scenario r2-0- Contingency 61c.

VII. INITIAL EXPLORATION OF MEDOID-BUSES BASED

DYNAMIC VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT

Once a set of PMUs has been configured in a network, the
data available through the WAMS have to be analyzed online for
DVA application. Depending on the number of PMUs and the
signals to be analyzed, the volume of data for a typical system
could be enormous (Fig. 11). However, a greater number of
PMUs provides redundancy and robustness against noise and
hardware failures but not necessarily more actionable informa-
tion.

To illustrate how useful even a small set of measurements
consisting of PMUs at medoids buses only can be in performing
DVA effectively (Fig. 12), let us look at the classical problem
of contingency ranking. For this purpose, let us consider the
voltage phasor magnitude and angle recorded at the medoid-bus
of the seven areas of the system; these signals are then suit-
ably transformed to provide purposeful information for the DVA
process. The center of inertia (COI) concept as in [1] is applied
to the angle of voltage phasor where the inertia of the system is
used for equivalency. The formulation of the derived signal is
recalled below [22]. Given a -areas system, the COI signal is
defined as

(12)

where is the medoid signal associated with the area .
is the total inertia of the power system, defined as

(13)

with , the aggregate inertia of all generation embedded in the
th area. The angle and frequency signals of this area, referred

to the COI signal, become

(14)
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Fig. 12. Application in DVA: Medoid buses signal responses in scenario r2-0-
Contingency 61c.

Another useful quantity for contingency severity assessment
is the dot product of the frequency and angle [23], [26]

(15)

where , is the speed deviation in the COI frame and
is the area pilot-angle deviation from its post-fault value

immediately at the clearing instant.
Following the principles in [18], a good severity measure-

ment-based index can be defined as follows:

(16)

where refers to the fault-clearing time. On the other hand,
the present authors have shown that the so-called wide-area-
severity index (WASI) defined in the frequency domain from the
power spectral density (PSD) of the above dot-product signal
can perform as well or even better in ranking the contingency
based on a or -duration record following fault-
clearing

(17)
From the perspective of setting planning standards, the

transient voltage plays an equally important role in judging the

severity of a contingency. This knowledge is encapsulated by
means of a voltage-time characteristic in the following form:

(18)

where see equation (19) at the bottom of the page. defines
a sliding window during which the voltage should not remain
below the threshold for more than .

Fig. 13 shows the FastWASI indicator for two sets of con-
tingencies located in areas 4 (northwest) and 7 (northeast), re-
spectively. For each network configuration studied, the severity
index is plotted with respect to the power level. In the western
area, the contingencies shown are three-phase short-circuits nor-
mally eliminated by opening the subject line. Here are the main
observations in order:

• For a given configuration, the fault severity is ranked in
increasing order as follows: 93c, 84c, 82c and 77c.

• As the power transfer level in the western area increases,
engineering judgment suggests that the fault severity will
also increase and the FastWASI1s indicator tends to cap-
ture this phenomenon through a linear increase. However,
the slope of the line is not the same for all contingencies,
with contingency 77c being the most sensitive to the power
transfer.

• Since the FastWASI feature is the logarithm of the
dot-product energy, its log-linear relationship with the
power transfer (discovered indirectly in [20]) actually cor-
responds to an exponential increase in the signal energy
at high power transfers. Therefore, it is a rather sensitive
severity indicator when it really matters, i.e., at high power
transfers.

In the eastern area, the contingencies shown are a mix of
three-phase (c) and single-phase (a, b) short-circuits. The
former are normally eliminated while the latter are delayed
clearing-faults. From Fig. 16, the main observations are the
following:

• For a given configuration, the fault severity is ranked in
increasing order as follows: mta, mtc, chc, cha and chb. It
appears that a single-phase fault with delayed clearing can
be more severe than a normally cleared three-phase fault at
the same location.

• As the power transfer increases, the FastWASI tends to
decrease linearly. This result is correct because a power
generation increase in the east is matched by an equal
amount of generation decrease in the east, thus reducing
the severity of any fault located in the east. Again, the Fast-
WASI feature has faithfully captured a physical phenom-
enon.

Fig. 14 shows the voltage severity indicator for the same two
set of contingencies as in Fig. 13. Again, for each network con-

(19)
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Fig. 13. Contingency ranking in areas 4 and 7 based on system-wise 1-s re-
sponse time WASI. (Top) Northwest. (Bottom) Northeast.

figuration studied, is plotted with respect to the power
transfer level considering the western and eastern area contin-
gencies separately.

The observations are as follows:
• The voltage indicator seems able to rank the fault severity

in the eastern area in increasing order from mta, mtc, chc,
cha to chb, which is the same order as with FastWASI1s.
However, in sharp contrast with FastWASI1s, the voltage
indicator is unable to rank the fault severity in the western
area properly.

• Nevertheless, the same western voltage indicator shows
a strong decline as the power transfer increase, which is
an intuitively sound behavior, comparable to that of Fast-
WASI1s. In the eastern area, the reverse is true, as ex-
plained previously: the minimum voltage index increases
with higher western power transfer, which underscores re-
duced dynamic stress and safer voltage conditions in the
east.

Fig. 14. Contingency ranking in areas 4 and 7 based on their medoid voltage
severity index over a 2-s time window.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the findings of [1] have been successfully
generalized to an actual North American power grid involving
seven configurations and realistic contingencies from the NERC
specified list. Compared to two classical clustering methods,
namely PAM and FCM, FCMdd is found to provide exactly
the same solution on small-size network partitioning problems.
However, when the number of buses increases, the FCMdd
approach presents a clear advantage in identifying clusters
with more complex boundary shapes. As for determining the
suitable number of clusters, it turns out that the VAT algorithm,
recently proposed in [17], is a very effective tool for guessing
the compromised number visually, by means of coloured
imaging of the coherency matrices after their columns are
re-ordered to keep similar buses close together. To demonstrate
the value of medoid-based network partitioning in DVA, a de-
tailed application to contingency ranking was performed. In all
cases studied, the medoid-based severity indices demonstrated
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a strong physical significance and usefulness in classifying
the severity of multiple contingencies at one operating point
or the vulnerability of multiple operating points (in terms of
network configuration and power transfer levels) giving a single
contingency.
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